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Dear Friends and Colleagues:
Effective communication is the engine that drives progress and success. In my career,
I have had the opportunity to practice and study communication from a number of
vantage points – as a television reporter, a spokesperson for two fast-growth school
districts, and as a communication director for a state agency. I have developed
communication successes and have managed public relations disasters.
Talking with local, state, and national media gets the attention, but the real work starts
much earlier. Moments of glory, as well as the ability to mitigate embarrassment,
directly correlate to an organization’s daily attention and commitment to internal and
external communication. Are employees happy? Are customers and stakeholders
valued? Does the organization adhere to ethical standards in word and practice? In
short, if you do the right thing, you define yourself in advance. There is no better
inoculation against the inevitable challenges all organizations face. If you fail to foster
a healthy internal environment and open dialogue with constituents, you lose
productivity, talent, growth, and reputation.
At my digital portfolio website (www.timsavoy.net), please find samples of my work:
writing, layout and design, creativity, photography, and event organization and
planning. What you may not readily discern from my paper resume are some of the
characteristics I believe most make me the person you want on your team. I work hard,
meaning I will not let a project miss deadline or fall short of expectations. In fact, I pride
myself on exceeding what is expected. I bring to an organization a fresh and fun energy.
I am imaginative and skillful at achieving goals no matter the obstacles. And, I am
committed to winning the trust and enthusiasm of all partners and constituencies
included in and affected by the organization to which I belong.
In short, I am a builder at heart. I build image. I build programs. I build partnerships. I
build ideas. And, I build pathways to success.
Sincerely,

Tim Savoy

